The direction of a drifting grating can become more easily identified when a stationary, flickering grating, with the same spatial and temporal frequencies, is added to it. This amplification has been accepted as evidence that motion perception depends on the product of visual signals elicited before and after a target changes position, as computed by a Reichardt detector. However, amplification is also consistent with a model in which direction identification depends on the product of detection probabilities before and after the position shift. In this paper, we compare the Reichardt detector with a model of Probability Multiplication. For 2-frame sequences, similar results are predicted by Probability Multiplication and a Reichardt model, in which the performance-limiting noise is early (i.e. it is added prior to signal multiplication). Many new and previously published results are consistent with these predictions. Other results are documented in which the amplification is too large to be consistent with Probability Multiplication. To explain these latter results, Reichardt detectors must have both early and late noises.
Introduction
Consider what happens when an object jumps from one position to another. In ReichardtÕs motion detector (Hassenstein & Reichardt, 1956) , this moving target generates two signals from each of two visual filters, one before it jumps and another after it has jumped. Signal strength depends upon both the targetÕs contrast and its match with the filters. In Fig. 1 , leftward motion will be correctly perceived when the product of signals A 0 and B exceeds the product of signals A and B 0 . Perhaps the most compelling evidence for Reichardt detectors in human vision comes from studies of direction discrimination with barely visible targets. Using targets whose contrast changed after jumping from one position to another, van Santen and Sperling (1984) found that accuracy was better predicted by the product than the sum of (pre-and post-jump) target contrasts.
Despite the product ruleÕs success with van Santen and SperlingÕs (1984) data, it does seem to be limited to low-contrast regimes. Morgan and Chubb (1999) found that it becomes impossible to further reduce the pre-jump targetÕs contrast and maintain a given level of accuracy, once the post-jump target exceeds some relatively low level of contrast (approximately three times that required for the same accuracy when pre-and post-jump targets had the same contrast).
To explain their results, Morgan and Chubb (1999) proposed that performance was limited by Gaussian noise added prior to the multiplication of visual signals. As they point out, their early-noise model is equivalent to a non-Reichardtian model of direction identification based on independent detections of both pre-and post-jump targets. Multiplying the probabilities of detection has the same effect as multiplying noisy signals within a Reichardt detector (see Appendix B). The present paper describes results that can distinguish between Probability Multiplication and the output of a Reichardt detector. In particular, we find that Morgan and ChubbÕs (1999) results are best explained with an early-noise model, while a Reichardt detector with late noise best fits the bulk of van Santen and SperlingÕs (1984) experiments. To explore this discrepancy, we fit both models to results obtained with various intermediate targets; some more like Morgan and ChubbÕs, others more like van Santen and SperlingÕs.
General methods

Observers
Three authors (MJM, JAS and AJ) served as observers. They all had previous experience with psychophysical direction-discrimination.
Apparatus
Moving targets were generated on a Cambridge Research Systems Graphics VSG card. All were displayed on a Mitsubishi Diamond Pro monitor, with 15-bit resolution and 19-cd/m 2 mean luminance. The refresh rate was 100 Hz. The monitor was viewed from a distance of 2 m in a darkened room.
Stimuli
Each target was a (3.3 deg · 3.3 deg) horizontal sinewave grating. Initially random, its spatial phase either increased or decreased 90 deg with each successive jump. Two-, four-and nine-frame motion sequences contained one, three and eight jumps, respectively.
Procedure
Observers were required to decide whether the target moved up or down. Two conditions were examined for each target. In the yoked condition, all frames had equal contrast. Some preliminary observation was required to determine the range of contrast for which accuracy was at neither floor nor ceiling in the yoked condition. In the amplified condition, even-numbered frames were given a contrast equal to 2.5 times that which preliminary observation suggested would produce approximately 95% accuracy in the yoked condition. Adopting the terminology of Lu and Sperling (2001) , we refer to these fixed-contrast frames as the amplifier. (Experiments 2, 4, 5 and 6 featured an additional amplified condition, in which the odd-numbered frames contained the amplifier.) Variable-contrast frames are called the test. Trials in the yoked and amplified conditions, featuring various test contrasts, were randomly interleaved in blocks of 200 trials. Blocks were repeated both within and between days, until sufficient data had been collected to discriminate between the models described below.
For any given test contrast, accuracy increases with the contrast of a low-contrast amplifier. On the other hand, accuracy can decrease with the contrast of a high-contrast amplifier (Lu & Sperling, 2001; Morgan & Chubb, 1999) , presumably because high-contrast amplifiers stimulate gain-control mechanisms. An amplifier contrast 2.5 times that yielding 95% yoked accuracy is sufficient to differentiate between the earlyand late-noise Reichardt detectors discussed below, yet not so large as to produce masking. It corresponds well with that found to minimize the test contrast necessary for 75% accuracy (3.5 times the contrast required for 75% accuracy in the yoked condition; Lu & Sperling, 2001) . We also measured the (smaller) effects of less intense amplifiers on direction identification. However, since these measurements were not especially helpful in differentiating between various models of motion amplification (all models predict small effects), they will not be further described. 
Experiment 1
Our initial goal was to collect complete psychometric functions using Morgan and ChubbÕs (1999) stimuli, i.e. 2-cycle/deg gratings in two-frame sequences, with 100-ms frames. The results for two observers are shown in Fig. 2 . On these graphs, the decibel scale indicates 20 log 10 (x), where x is the contrast of the test. Each point reflects a minimum of 250 trials.
The Reichardt model
The model itself
van Santen and Sperling (1985) described an elaborated Reichardt detector, similar to that shown in Fig.  1 . (Theirs lacked a source of early noise.) In this figure, the circles including odd-and even-symmetric wave forms represent quadrature phase, spatial receptive fields, and the squares marked ''d '' represent temporal delay filters. Output from the elaborated Reichardt detector, like that from other models (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1983) , is determined solely by motion energy (i.e. it is independent of phase). Thus, for the purpose of computing its response to a display of the sort used here, we may assume one of its filters coincides exactly with the phase of one of our sinusoidal patterns. Therefore, in the absence of early noise, if a 90 deg displacement elicited a non-zero product (A 0 B 5 0) from the left side of one half-detector, then the product on the right side (AB 0 ) must be exactly zero.
When early noise is present, the product on the right side (AB 0 ) will have an expected value of zero, but will not be exactly zero and thus should not be ignored (cf. Morgan & Chubb, 1999 In the absence of late noise, leftward motion will be correctly identified whenever A 0 B À AB 0 > 0. When late noise is present, the detectorÕs output is perturbed by addition of another independent, zero-mean Gaussian random variable C $ N ð0; r l 2 Þ. The formula for predicting accuracy from contrasts t 1 and t 2 and parameters r e , r l and p is derived in Appendix A.
Model behaviour
Greater accuracy under amplified conditions has previously been taken as evidence supporting a Reichardt Model (Lu & Sperling, 2001; Morgan & Chubb, 1999; van Santen & Sperling, 1984) . Lu and Sperling (2001) defined a statistic to quantify accuracy improvements. Amplification refers to the ratio of test contrasts producing 75% accuracy in the two conditions (amplified:yoked). The amount of amplification predicted by Reichardt detectors depends not only upon the contrast of the amplifier, but the transducer function mapping Left panels reflect the yoked condition, where both targets had the same intensity. Right panels reflect the amplified condition, where one targetÕs intensity was 2.5 times that of the most intense target in the yoked condition. Error bars contain 95%-confidence intervals. Red, purple and blue curves reflect the best fits of the late-noise-Reichardt, early-noise-Reichardt and Probability Multiplication models, respectively. The excellent fits of the early-noise-Reichardt and Probability Multiplication models are nearly identical.
contrast to (expected) signal intensity as well. Also dependent upon the exact form of the transducer function is the slope of the psychometric functions mapping test contrast to accuracy. Fig. 3 illustrates the relationship between psychometric slope and amplification, predicted by Reichardt detectors. Psychometric slope b was determined by finding the test contrasts t required for 58% and 92% accuracy and fitting these with a log-normal psychometric function:
In this equation, w is the proportion of responses that are accurate, a is threshold and U is the standard normal CDF (cumulative distribution function). The log-normal psychometric function is convenient for describing the model behaviour because b remains unaffected by the variance of performance-limiting noise. The coloured curves in Fig. 3 indicate predictions for amplifiers of contrast 2.5 · w yoked À1 (.95). The red curve represents the prediction for a Reichardt detector with a single source of Gaussian noise added after signal multiplication. The purple curve (a line, actually) represents the prediction for a Reichardt detector with only early noise. These curves show that, in general, Reichardt detectors predict less amplification for steeper psychometric functions and late noise produces more amplification than early noise. A Reichardt detector with early and late sources of noise can predict virtually any point between the red and purple curves. The blue and turquoise curves represent an alternative (non-Reichardtian) model of motion amplification. This model, Probability Multiplication for 2 and 9 frames, is discussed in Appendices B and C.
The red, purple and blue curves each contain a disk of corresponding colour. These disks indicate the slope and amplification predicted for linear transducers (i.e. when p is fixed at 1). (There is no turquoise disk because the 9-frame Probability Multiplication model predicts a slope (b yoked = 0.13) outside the domain of Fig. 3 ). Note that late-noise Reichardt detectors predict the largest psychometric slope for linear transducers: b yoked = 0.24.
Experiment 1 revisited
A log-normal psychometric function (see Eq. 1) was (maximum-likelihood) fit to each observerÕs raw data, and the corresponding slope and amplification appear as 1s in Fig. 3 . (Different colour 1s reflect different observers; see Table 1 .) Both 1s fall closer to the purple curve than the red curve. This suggests that early noise offers a better account of performance in Experiment 1 than late noise. As part of a more rigorous analysis, early-and late-noise Reichardt models were maximum-likelihood fit to each observerÕs raw data. For each model, two parameters were allowed to vary freely: the variance of internal noise and the exponent of the power-law transducer relating target contrast to signal strength. The fits appear as curves in Fig. 2 . As suggested by the 1s in Fig. 3 , a Reichardt detector with early noise can closely simulate the data from Experiment 1. On the other hand, a Reichardt detector with late noise only cannot offer a reasonable fit.
It should be noted that the amplification reported here (between 0.5 and 1.5 dB) is substantially less than the $0.3 log units (i.e. 6 dB) of ''facilitation'' reported by Morgan and Chubb (1999) . There are a number of reasons for this. First, Morgan and ChubbÕs ''facilitation'' was based on the ratio of 62%-correct thresholds. The same log-normal psychometric functions that produce 6 dB of facilitation produce just 5 dB amplification (which is based on 75%-correct thresholds). Second, as is evident from their Fig. 2 , empirically determined facilitations were somewhat smaller than the 6 dB predicted by their probability multiplication model. Nonetheless they remain considerably larger than the 1-2 dB that would be consistent with the psychometric slopes measured in our current experiments.
6. Re-analysis of van Santen and Sperling (1984) The inability of a late-noise-only Reichardt detector to fit our data from Experiment 1 prompted us to Fig. 3 . A framework for comparing models of motion amplification with all relevant results. Amplification, plotted on the vertical axis, is the ratio of test-frame thresholds for the amplified and yoked conditions. The horizontal axis shows the slope of the (log-normal) psychometric function for the yoked condition. Asterisks (*) and pound signs (#) reflect estimates based on van Santen and SperlingÕs (1984) published results with low-and high-frequency targets, respectively. Numerals represent estimates based on the corresponding experiments discussed in the text (see the first column in Table 1 for a summary). The various curves reflect the predictions of various models: Red: late-noise-Reichardt; Purple: early-noise-Reichardt; Blue: Probability Multiplication, 2 frames; Turquoise: Probability Multiplication, 9 frames (even-frame amplifiers). Disks on the red, purple and blue curves indicate model predictions without non-linear transduction. Note that a Reichardt detector having both early and late sources of noise (as well as a power-law transducer) can produce any results within the boundaries set by the red and purple curves, i.e. all but one of the obtained results.
re-examine van Santen and SperlingÕs data using the analytical techniques described above (see Section 5). They report accuracies for various amplifier/test combinations, including an amplifier whose intensity is not dissimilar from 2.5 · w yoked À1 (.95), however it should be noted that they used 6-cycle/deg gratings and nineinstead of two-frame sequences. The resultant amplification and psychometric slope derived from the data of each observer in each of two conditions are plotted as a single symbol in Fig. 3 . (Psychometric functions appear in Morgan, Chubb, & Solomon, 2005.) ObserversÕ performances in the high frequency (12.5 Hz) condition (pound signs; #) appear to be roughly consistent with the predictions for a late-noise-only Reichardt detector. However, neither the late-noise nor early-noise only versions fared well with the low frequency (1.8 Hz) data (asterisks; * ). The late-noise-only version predicts too much amplification and early-noise-only version predicts too little, given the steepness of the psychometric function.
Experiment 2
In this experiment, we attempted to replicate van Santen and SperlingÕs (1984) 12.5-Hz condition, using 6-cycle/deg gratings in nine-frame sequences; 20 ms/ frame. Although better than the early-noise version, the fit of a Reichardt detector model with late noise only to our results is not so good. As illustrated in Fig. 3 (with 2s), the late-noise version predicts too much amplification. The early-noise version predicts too little. For both observers (the same two who performed Experiment 1), amplification from odd-frame amplifiers was within 0.5 dB of amplification from even-frame amplifiers.
One possible reason for any discrepancy between our finding and van Santen and SperlingÕs is that our data include the lower half of the psychometric function in the amplified conditions; van Santen and SperlingÕs do not.
Experiments 3-6
The results of Experiment 1, obtained with a relatively low frequencies (2.5 Hz; 2 cycles/deg) in a two-frame sequence, seemed to support an early locus for the performance-limiting noise, while the results of Experiment 2, obtained with a relatively high frequencies (12.5 Hz; 6 cycles/deg) in a nine-frame sequence, were better explained by a Reichardt detector with late noise. Together, these results suggested a progression, from decisions limited by early noise to those limited by late noise, as either the number of frames, the spatial frequency and/or the temporal frequency of the target increased. We examined this notion by using targets intermediate between those used in Experiments 1 and 2.
Experiment 3 was actually run prior to Experiment 2, using all three observers. The target was a 2 cycle/deg grating in a four-frame sequence; 20 ms/frame. Experiment 4Õs target was identical to Experiment 3Õs, except that the sequence was expanded to nine frames. Experiment 5 featured a 6 cycle/deg grating in a four-frame sequence (20 ms/frame) and Experiment 6 featured a 6 cycle/deg grating in a nine-frame sequence, 100 ms/ frame. The results of Experiments 3-6, plotted with their respective numerals in Fig. 3 , do not seem consistent with any kind of progression we can imagine. The only possible generalization to emerge is that lower temporal frequencies (Experiments 1 and 6), like those used by Morgan and Chubb (1999) are more consistent with the early-noise-only versions of our ealy-noise version of the Reichardt model than the late-noise-only version. Yet, as is clear from Fig. 3 , all of the results (with the exception of those from Experiment 1, which were close) fall within the boundaries formed by the predictions of the late-and early-noise versions. Table 1 shows the (natural) log-maximum-likelihood of each modelÕs fit to the (raw) psychometric data from each observer in each experiment. Italic entries in the central column indicate where a v 2 analysis (Mood, Graybill, & Boes, 1974) indicates that the more general model with both early and late noises can be supported by the data. (For all of these cells, P(X > 2lnK) < 0.025, where K is the ratio between the maximum likelihood of the general model and the maximum likelihood of the best-fitting component (i.e. early-or late-noise-only) model and X is a random variable having the v 2 ð1Þ distribution.)
Comparing fits of the Reichardt model
This analysis corroborates what Fig. 3 implies. The results of our Experiment 1 and those of van Santen and SperlingÕs (1984) 12.5-Hz condition can be satisfactorily fit with early-and late-noise-only versions of the Reichardt model. All other results support a more general model with early and late sources of noise. Within the context of our specific implementation (see Appendix A), maximum-likelihood fits to these latter results suggest that the relative intensities of these noises are scattered within the range 0.3 < r e /r l < 0.9.
Discussion
Morgan and Chubb (1999) successfully fit contrast thresholds for direction discrimination using an approximate early-noise-only Reichardt detector (the Probability Multiplication model, see Appendix B), which implicitly assumed linear transduction. Recognizing that linear transduction also had implications for psychometric slope, we repeated their experiment, this time measuring complete psychometric functions instead of just thresholds, and found that non-linear (accelerating) transduction was required for our steep psychometric functions to be consistent with an early-noise-only Reichardt detector.
On the other hand, none of van Santen and SperlingÕs (1984) psychometric data could be reconciled with an early-noise-only Reichardt detector, even one with an arbitrary power-law transducer. In fact, some of their data appeared to support a late-noise-only Reichardt detector. Our replication of van Santen and SperlingÕs 12.5-Hz condition did not produce as much amplification as is evident from their figures, however it and our many subsequent experiments did produce more amplification than could be reconciled with an earlynoise-only Reichardt detector. If observers do in fact use a Reichardt detector for direction discrimination, our results make it clear that noise can corrupt its computations both before and after the multiplication stage.
Although clearly less versatile than a full Reichardt model with both early and late sources of noise, Probability Multiplication (discussed in the Appendices B and C) remains a plausible alternative for some of our results with low temporal frequencies. Despite earlier identification of Probability Multiplication with cognitive feature tracking (Morgan & Chubb, 1999) , Appendix B shows that it is also compatible with a slightly modified Reichardt detector, incorporating an early threshold.
Despite many alternatives, the Reichardt model remains a popular explanation of motion perception. One alternative that can also explain our results is Adelson and BergenÕs (1985) energy model, which can be made formally equivalent to the Reichardt model (van Santen & Sperling, 1985) . In particular, Anderson and BurrÕs (1991) elaboration of the energy model (with QuickÕs, 1974 pooling formula) to account for psychometric slope comes very close to our early-and-late-noise version of the Reichardt model. (They further postulated a saturating, power-law transducer, which, like Lu & SperlingÕs, 1996 contrast gain control, should have negligible effect on low-contrast stimuli such as ours.)
On the other hand, there are other models that predict no obvious relationship between stimulus contrast and direction identification, such as Marr and UllmanÕs (1981) , which effectively discards contrast information in favour of zero-crossings, and Watson and AhumadaÕs (1985) frequency demodulator, which was designed to be immune to variations in image contrast.
One aspect of human performance the early-and-latenoise Reichardt detector cannot explain without modification is the temporal asymmetry, whereby threshold contrast for the test frame sometimes depends on whether it comes first or second in a 2-frame display. Morgan and Chubb (1999) attributed this asymmetry to contrast gain control, prior to multiplication within a Reichardt detector. Stromeyer (2003) proposes a very different model, which can explain the asymmetryÕs dependence on the length and overlap of each frame; however, this model does not produce any amplification.
When the exponent p = 1, Eq. (B.2) simplifies to Morgan and ChubbÕs equation (A.3) .
Although Probability Multiplication naturally suggests a process in which the observer judges motion direction by first detecting the locations of stimulus features in individual frames, and then comparing the locations of corresponding features across frames, it is also consistent with the cognitively impenetrable processes diagrammed in Fig. 4 . Performance is limited by noise added to the signal streams produced by the two, quadrature-phase, spatial receptive fields. The instantaneous energy in the signal is used to ''gate'' this Reichardtian detector. Specifically, input frames that might be due to noise (i.e., that have energy less than s) are effectively blanked out. Only if both frames of a 2-flash display contain energy greater than a threshold level s will the detector issue a non-zero output. Moreover, for displays of the sort used in the current experiments (comprising two sinusoids separated by a 90 deg phase shift), if s is sufficiently large, then the sign of the output will signal with virtual certainty the direction of motion whenever detector output is non-zero. Note finally that many variations of this model also predict probability multiplication. We thus emphasize that one should not necessarily identify Probability Multiplication with feature-tracking or other attentionally mediated processes that might be used to perform directional judgments.
Appendix C. Multiple-frame Probability Multiplication
In the spirit of van Santen and Sperling (1984) our formulation of the Reichardt models ignores the complication that, with sequences longer than two frames, one consecutive pair of frames might suggest one direction while another pair suggests the opposite direction. While this exact problem does not arise for Probability Multiplication, in which errors are due to guessing, it did seem to us that Probability Multiplication should predict better performance as the number of frames increases and observers had more opportunity to detect the moving features.
We selected a rather strict criterion for the multiframe version of Probability Multiplication. Observers were required to detect two successive frames in order to avoid guessing. Let s denote the probability that two successive frames are detected. Then overall accuracy is given by
ðC:1Þ
where t 1 and t 2 here represent the odd-and even-frame intensities and N is the number of frames. To compute s, let P n be the (joint) probability that (1) no two successive frames have been detected up through frame n and (2) frame n is detected. Similarly, let Q n be the (joint) probability that (1) no two successive frames have been detected up through frame n and (2) frame n is not detected. Note then that s = 1À(P N + Q N ). Note also that P 2 = (1 À p 1 )p 2 , Q 2 = (1 À p 2 ) and that for n = 3,4, . . ., N, Q n = (Q nÀ1 + P nÀ1 )(1 À p n ), and P n = Q nÀ1 p n . We thus have entwined recursions of P n and Q n in terms of Q nÀ1 and P nÀ1 . These recursions can be used to compute the desired probability of detection across a sequence of N frames. Alternatively, these recursions can be used to derive the following formula:
ðC:2Þ
where c(x) is the ceiling function, giving the smallest integer, greater than or equal to x; f(x) is the floor function, giving the largest integer, less than or equal to x, Fig. 4 . The gated Reichardt detector, implementing probability multiplication. The detector will issue a non-zero output only if both frames of a 2-flash display contain energy greater than a threshold level s.
We have argued that the bulk of our results are incompatible with the simple early-noise-only Reichardt detector. Thus they are also incompatible with simple Probability Multiplication, which approximates its behaviour. On the other hand, the bulk of our results are consistent with a early-and-late-noise Reichardt detector. They may also be compatible with a ''Mixture Model,'' wherein observers resort to the late-noise Reichardt detector only when the Probability Multiplication device is silent. Accordingly, accuracy would be given by w MM ðt 1 ; t 2 ; N Þ ¼ s þ ð1 À sÞUðt 1 p t 2 p =r l Þ: ðC:3Þ
However, one general problem with multi-frame Probability Multiplication is that, given an odd number of frames, even-frame amplifiers should produce better performance than odd-frame amplifiers. (Consider the simplest case: three frames. In order to avoid guessing, the middle frame must be detected. This will be easiest when it is the amplifier.) The results of Experiments 2, 4 and 6 do not confirm this prediction.
